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Part  I:  of  conflict  and  resolution.

1.	 prelude	 &	 fanfare:	 the	 prophet.	 (5.14)

3.	 the	 words,	 they	 fail	 to	 come.	 (12.16)

*feat.	 excerpt:	 Violin	 Concerto	 Op.	 14	 (1939)	 samuel	 barber	 (1910-1981)//G.	 Schirmer,	 Inc.

andrew	 gutauskas,	 baritone	 saxophone	 	 	 michael	 boscarino,	 trombone

2.	 myxomatosis	 (judge,	 jury	 &	 executioner).	 (6.44)

greenwood/greenwood/o’brien/selway/yorke//wb	 music	 corp.//arr.	 kyle	 saulnier
nathan	 hetherington,	 voice	 	 	 samuel	 ryder,	 tenor	 saxophone

6.	 you	 still	 believe	 in	 me.	 (7.08)

wilson/asher//irving	 music,	 inc.//arr.	 kyle	 saulnier
seth	 fruiterman,	 voice	 	 	 david	 dejesus,	 alto	 saxophone

*all	 works	 composed	 by	 Kyle	 Saulnier//Awaken	 the	 Music	 (ascap)	 unless	 otherwise	 indicated

5.	 protest.	 (9.33)

felipe	 salles,	 baritone	 saxophone	 	 	 michael	 macallister,	 guitar

	 	 	 

4.	 alone	 together.	 (10.08)

dietz/schwartz//bienstock	 publishing	 co.	 obo	 arthur	 schwartz	 music	 ltd.//arr.	 kyle	 saulnier
michael	 macallister,	 guitar	 	 	 felipe	 salles,	 tenor	 saxophone



Part  II:  this  is  not  the  answer.
1.	 intermezzo,	 op.	 118,	 no.2.	 (6.23)

johannes	 brahms	 (1833-1897)//orch.	 kyle	 saulnier

this  is  not  the  answer.

	 

3.	 ii.	 empty	 promises.	 (7.37)
david	 dejesus,	 alto	 saxophone

4.	 iii.	 this	 is	 not	 the	 answer.	 (4.15)
felipe	 salles,	 tenor	 saxophone	 	 	 nadje	 noordhuis,	 flugelhorn

5.	 iv.	 the	 hypocrite	 &	 the	 hope.	 (13.35)
james	 shipp,	 vibraphone	 	 	 philip	 dizack,	 trumpet

michael	 boscarino,	 trombome	 	 	 michael	 macallister,	 guitar

	 2.	 i.	 overture	 &	 evolution.	 (9.48)
rob	 mosher,	 soprano	 saxophone	 

6.	 murderer.	 (9.00)
livingston/parker/sparhawk//domino	 pub.co.//arr.	 kyle	 saunier
nadje	 noordhuis,	 trumpet	 	 	 philip	 dizack,	 trumpet

7.	 hi-lili,	 hi-lo.	 (4.27)
deutsch/kaper//emi	 robbins	 catalog	 inc.//arr.	 seth	 fruiterman	 &	 kyle	 saulnier

(arrangement	 inspired	 by	 tim	 buckley	 &	 zack	 hickman)
seth	 fruiterman,	 voice

*	 all	 works	 composed	 by	 Kyle	 Saulnier//Awaken	 the	 Music	 (ascap)	 unless	 otherwise	 indicated
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